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About Us : - 
Established in the year of 1998 with an agenda of delivering 
high tech/engraving solutions and becomes a tycoon in the 

industry ofmold etching and designing.
We are a team of young & expert mould makers with
experience of making variety of moulds at reputed 

tool shops in india. we understand to get the 
right Product.......

we work on most advance vertical machienery center from
BFW XTRON Series (INDIA) and HAAS (AMERICA)

to ensure perfect machienery. the in-house 
machine vertical double beam support us to maintain
quality and accuracy in all parts that goes in making

of every single mould.

Follow us - 



Manufacturing Setup :- 
nirmal Engineering has a Modern  Tool room with high Precision
Machienery Facility to  Manufacture High Performance 
Precision Mould & For Various Applications.

  -   Latest Vmc Machines from HAAS VF-5, BFW-XTRON - 116G,
      SPARKONIX EDM.
  -   In House Mold Design, Simulation with Advance Software 
      Solid Works,
      Siemens - NX, Master Cam, Creo & Catia, ZHS - 50A
 

      

We are professional In making moulds Production is done by
using standarised systems. where all part can be 
interchangeable all the care is taken in manufacturing which 
result in high quality so as to ensure that millions of shots 
can be easily achieved without
having any loss of quality.

Why nirmal engineering ?

* complete solution from design to mould
* quick execution
* in house mould trial facility
* long mould life
* low cycle time
* easy spare availability
* after sales support service
* make in india product

Why we are best :- At nirmal engineering we always aim to strong
adherence to service quality assurance team . we are a team of high
technical competence, we knowledge the importance of knowing an
understanding client’s natures of business prior providing any 
solutions hence, We maintained a fundamental frame work that
helps balance every business break through and travels. we are
always ready to position ourselves as a revolutionized company
with advanced business solutions.

“ the care of every 1 Ml product is the mould and it must have
Quality, Experience, expertise and Innovation Build in it “ 

* Plastic Confectionery Item               * Automobile - Plastic
* Agriculture Sprayer Tank           * Industrial Partis - Safety Equipment
* Cosmatic Containers                       * Electrical Item - Juction T, 
                                                                                  Fan Box, Gang bocm modular box
* Pharma Work                                       * Kid & toys work
* Logistics Palat’s

                Mould Productions :-

      Nirmal Engineering as a leading manufacture of high
      performance precision mould for - 

 -   Technically Qualified team of Engineers.
  -   In House Design & Manufacturing of Hot Runner & 
     Cold Runner Manifold
  -  Advance Design System ensure optimal thickness,
    Weight, Strecth Ratio
     Thread Fitment etc to meet customer needs.
  -  According to our customer requirements, we can offer an
     advice on design optimization or can create completely
     new designs
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